
SMALL BUSINESS MINI  
PHOTO SESSIONS 

WHEN: DECEMBER 2, 2019 

HOW IT WORKS 

You’re a small business, you have a cool product  and you need photos. But being a small 
business means you don’t have the budget for a full blown professional shoot. Or maybe 
you have the budget but not the time, and you need regular, visually interesting content 
for your social media accounts. Enter Small Business Mini Sessions. You sign up a one or 
two hour time block for a photo shoot. Prior to your photo shoot, we schedule a phone call 
and discuss the specifics of what you want photographed, (headshots? products? both?), 
the look and feel of those photos (clean and light? moody and dramatic? rustic and 
earthy?), the orientation (horizontal for web use? vertical for banners? square for 
Instagram?), and everything you’ll need to bring to the shoot to help execute your vision. 
Good planning is crucial to making the most of your time. 

WHAT YOU GET 

In a nutshell, you get as many photos as we can produce in the allotted time. The better 
organized you are, the clearer your vision is about what you want to achieve, the more we 
can accomplish. During your pre-shoot phone call, Clare will be able to give you an 
estimate of how many photos to expect, based on the nature of your session. 



PRICING 

ONE HOUR SHOOT     $250 

TWO HOUR SHOOT     $450 

TO SCHEDULE: 
Go to: https://calendly.com/clarebarboza/small-business-mini-photo-sessions?
month=2019-12 

THE FINE PRINT 

•Payment is due at the time of the shoot via check or cash. Credit cards can be used with a 
3% fee. 

•Photos will be delivered via Dropbox or Google Drive within 2 weeks of photo shoot. 
Images will be high resolution and available for full usage: print, web, advertising and 
social. Photographer will never sell images to a third party but is allowed to use them in 
her portfolio unless otherwise agreed upon prior to shoot. 

•Photo sessions will be tightly scheduled so you are expected to arrive on time and ready 
to begin. 
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